11.1 RadMan 2
The best-selling Personal Monitor of all time, reinvented!

RadMan, which for more than 20 years has been the synonym for safety in electromagnetic fields has been reinvented: RadMan 2

- **Wider**
  Highest frequency coverage on the market
  The RadMan 2XT with up to 60 GHz is brilliantly suitable for upcoming 5G services

- **Safer**
  Highest operational safety with built in sensor test
  A Personal Monitor that you can always rely on

- **Brighter, louder**
  Best alarm signal thanks to extremely bright 270° angle warning light
  plus loud alarm signal with vibration

- **Stronger**
  Best outdoor performance
  Robust, sealed casing meets IP65 standard

- **Longer**
  Longest operating time from one battery charge
  800 hours of operation from environmentally friendly standard rechargeable batteries

- **Simpler**
  Patented shaping process displays results directly in “% of limit value”

Would you like to feel even safer? RadMan 2. More information on our website [here](#).

You can contact your Narda sales partner directly [here](#).